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Experiments observing spin density and spin currents (responsible for, e.g., spin-transfer torque)
in spintronic devices measure only the nonequilibrium contributions to these quantities, typically
driven by injecting unpolarized charge current or by applying external time-dependent ¯elds. On
the other hand, theoretical approaches to calculate these quantities operate with both the
nonequilibrium (carried by electrons around the Fermi surface) and the equilibrium (carried by
the Fermi sea electrons) contributions to them. Thus, an unambiguous procedure should remove
the equilibrium contributions, thereby rendering the nonequilibrium ones which are measurable
and satisfy the gauge-invariant condition according to which expectation values of physical
quantities should not change when electric potential everywhere is shifted by a constant amount.
Using the framework of nonequilibrium Green functions, we delineate such procedure which yields
the proper gauge-invariant nonequilibrium density matrix in the linear-response and elastic
transport regime for current-carrying steady state of an open quantum system connected to two
macroscopic reservoirs. Its usage is illustrated by computing: (i) conventional spin-transfer torque
(STT) in asymmetric F/I/F magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs); (ii) unconventional STT in
asymmetric N/I/F semi-MTJs with the strong Rashba spinorbit coupling (SOC) at the I/F
interface and injected current perpendicular to that plane; and (iii) current-driven spin density
within a clean ferromagnetic Rashba spin-split two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) which
generates SO torque in laterally patterned N/F/I heterostructures when such 2DEG is located at
the N/F interface and injected charge current °ows parallel to the plane. We also compare our
results for these three examples with those that would be obtained using improper expressions for
the density matrix, which are often found in the literature but which arbitrarily mix nonequilibrium and equilibrium expectation values due to a violation of the gauge invariance.
Keywords: Current-induced spin density; spin-transfer torque; nonequilibrium density matrix;
nonequilibrium Green functions.
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1. Introduction
The stationary nonequilibrium density matrix ^neq of
current carrying steady states is one of the most
fundamental objects of nonequilibrium quantum
statistical mechanics and quantum transport theory.14 This is because it yields the expectation values
of any single-particle observable, while its diagonal
elements give directly the particle density.57 For
example,
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^
A ¼ Tr ½^neq A;

ð1Þ

makes it possible to compute charge current, spin
current, and spin density in systems out of equilibrium when the corresponding operators (i.e., their
^
matrix representation) are inserted as A.
In the case of steady-state transport of noninteracting quasiparticles described using popular
tight-binding Hamiltonians,3 one can obtain charge
or spin currents in the linear-response regime using
the nonequilibrium Green function (NEGF)-based
expressions1,3,8 that do not invoke ^neq explicitly.
However, the inclusion of atomistic details of the
device through self-consistent Hamiltonians, typically obtained5,7 from or ¯tted9 to density functional
theory (DFT), requires the knowledge of equilibrium density matrix ^eq to describe the charge
transfer between di®erent atomic species6 or ^neq to
describe the charge redistribution due to the current
°ow at ¯nite bias voltage.57 Otherwise, without
computing the charge redistribution and the corresponding self-consistent electric potential pro¯le
across the device the currentvoltage characteristics violates10,11 gauge invariance, i.e., invariance
with respect to the global shift of electric potential
by a constant, V ! V þ V0 .
The explicit construction of ^neq can also play an
important role in solving the complicated problem of
steady-state transport in interacting quantum manyparticle systems far from equilibrium. For example,
the recent e®orts2 have constructed an e®ective
equilibrium-like (i.e., written in the usual Boltzmann
form) density matrix, ^neq / exp½ðH^  Y^ Þ, using
device Hamiltonian H^ and an additional operator Y^
which encodes information about the ¯nite bias voltage applied between the two attached electrodes.
One of the key issues in applying Eq. (1) to speci¯c
problems is to remove possible equilibrium contribution to a physical quantity of interest, if such
quantity has a nonzero expectation value in the

absence of bias voltage that is compatible with the
time-reversal invariance. For example, spintronic
systems are abundant in such situations: (i) since spin
current operator is time-reversal invariant, it can
have nonzero expectation values in the thermodynamic equilibrium, as highlighted8,12,13 by the case of
equilibrium local currents in two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) with the Rashba spinorbit
coupling (SOC); (ii) the spin operator is not timereversal invariant, so spin density can be nonzero in
thermodynamic equilibrium on the proviso that timereversal invariance is broken by internal or external
magnetic ¯elds; (iii) the so-called ¯eld-like or perpendicular component14,15 of the vector of spintransfer torque (STT) in magnetic tunnel junctions
(MTJs) has nonzero value in equilibrium.16,17
Another example of equilibrium quantities that
appear in the formalism, but are not measured in
standard transport experiments, are circulating or
diamagnetic currents which appear in a system
breaking the time-reversal invariance either by
applying an external magnetic ¯eld or due to the
spontaneous magnetization. TheyRcontribute to the
local charge current density, jðrÞ ¼ dr 0 ðr; r 0 ÞEðr 0 Þ,
which is signi¯ed by dependence of the Kubo nonlocal
conductivity tensor ðr; r 0 Þ on all states below the
Fermi energy.18 Thus, theoretical description of
charge transport in multiterminal Hall bridges must
remove diamagnetic currents in order to produce experimentally measurable quantities, such as conductance coe±cients connecting voltages and total
charge currents in di®erent terminals, which depend
only on the states in some shell (de¯ned by the
temperature) around the Fermi surface.18
Similarly, naïve applications of the Kubo formula
to the thermal Hall coe±cient always yields unphysical result due to the presence of the equilibrium
circulating energy °ow.19 That is, when time-reversal
invariance is broken by magnetic ¯eld, the temperature gradient appears to be driving both the transport and the circulating heat currents. Although both
contributions are present in the microscopic current
density calculated by the standard linear-response
theory, a proper subtraction of circulating component is necessary since such quantity is not
observable in the transport experiments.
On the other hand, in the literature on quantum
transport of spin and charge one often ¯nds expressions2023 for ^neq which yield ambiguous results for
the nonequilibrium expectation value of quantities
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like spin density, STT and local spin or charge currents. That is, being gauge-noninvariant such expressions improperly subtract expectation value in
equilibrium (computed at zero bias voltage), where
ambiguity arises due to dependence on the chosen
way of splitting the bias voltage between the source
and the drain electrodes of the device.
The STT is a phenomenon in which a spin current
of su±ciently large density injected into a ferromagnetic (F) layer either switches its magnetization
from one static con¯guration to another or generates
a dynamical situation with steady-state precessing magnetization.14,15 The origin of STT is the
absorption of the itinerant °ow of angular momentum components normal to the magnetization
direction. It represents one of the central phenomena
of the second-generation spintronics, focused on
manipulation of coherent spin states, since the reduction of current densities (currently of the order
106108 A/cm2) required for STT-based magnetization switching is expected to bring about
commercially viable magnetic random access memories.33 The rich nonequilibrium physics34 arising in
the interplay of spin currents carried by fast conduction electrons and slow collective magnetization
dynamics is also of great fundamental interest.
For conventional F 0 /I/F magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where the
reference F 0 layer with ¯xed magnetization m 0 plays
the role of an external spin-polarizer and I stands for
a thin insulating barrier, it is customary to analyze
the in-plane (also called \damping-like"35) and
perpendicular (also called \¯eld-like"14,15) components of the STT vector
T ¼ Tjj þ T? :

ð2Þ

The in-plane torque
Tjj ¼ jj m  ðm  m 0 Þ;

ð3Þ

is purely nonequilibrium and competes with the
damping. The perpendicular torque
T? ¼ ? m  m 0 ;

ð4Þ

arises from spin reorientation at the interfaces and
possesses both the equilibrium (i.e., interlayer
exchange coupling) and the nonequilibrium contributions which act like an e®ective magnetic ¯eld on
the magnetization m of the free F layer.
The often presumed36 bias voltage dependence of
STT components in MTJs, jj ¼ a1 Vb þ a2 V b2 and

? ¼ b0 þ b1 V b2 , is violated in asymmetrically
designed MTJs (where the bias dependence of ?
acquires a linear / Vb contribution37) or at large Vb
where recent experiments34 have uncovered deviations from these simple formulas. The most accurate STT experiments (such as those based on
spin-transfer-driven ferromagnetic resonance34)
have access only to the derivatives of Tjj and T?
with respect to Vb . Thus, only the nonequilibrium
contributions driven by the nonzero bias voltage
Vb ¼ VL  VR between the left and the right electrode are accessed experimentally. Accordingly, the
equilibrium contribution16,17 to T? (such as b0
above) should be removed when comparing theoretical predictions with experimental results.
At ¯nite bias voltage, one can simply compute
T? ðVb Þ  T? ðVb ¼ 0Þ to extract numerically the
purely nonequilibrium perpendicular torque.17,38
However, this fails at small Vb due to substantial
numerical errors accumulated when subtracting two
nearly equal numbers. Also, in the spirit of the linear-response theory, one should be able to express
near-equilibrium transport quantities solely in terms
of wavefunctions or GFs computed at zero bias
voltage.18 In symmetric MTJs with identical F and
F 0 layers, one can eliminate equilibrium value of T?
by using the special gauge (i.e., the reference level
for the electric potential) where voltage Vb =2 is
applied to the left and Vb =2 to the right electrode, or
vice versa.16 This trick, however, is not applicable to
setups with F and F 0 layers of di®erent thickness or
when they are made of di®erent materials.37,39
Moreover, it cannot be applied to recently predicted40,41 unconventional STT driven by SOC in
asymmetric N/I/F or N/TI/F vertical heterostructures, where TI is a thin slab of three-dimensional topological insulator42 and strong Rashba
SOC exists at I/F or TI/F interface, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). In the case of such \semi-MTJs" containing only one F layer, current °owing perpendicularly through the I/F or TI/F interface will induce
both T? and Tjj on the free F layer even in the
linear-response regime. This happens in the absence
of any additional spin-polarizing F 0 layer through a
mechanism closely related to the tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance43,44 (TAMR) in the case of
N/I/F junctions,40,41 or a combination of TAMRbased e®ect and spin-polarizing action of the TI slab
(where current becomes polarized in the direction of
transport) in the case of N/TI/F junctions.41
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1. Schematic view of junctions exhibiting di®erent types of spin torque which are employed in Sec. 3 to illustrate usage of the
gauge-invariant nonequilibrium density matrix derived in Sec. 2: (a) conventional F 0 /I/F MTJ consisting of a semi-in¯nite spinpolarizing F 0 layer with ¯xed magnetization and F layer of ¯nite thickness with free magnetization which are separated by a thin
insulating I layer; (b) N/I/F semi-MTJ containing a single F layer of ¯nite thickness with free magnetization where the strong
Rashba SOC is assumed to be located24 at the I/F interface; and (c) laterally patterned N/F/I heterostructure (realized in recent
experiments2531 as, e.g., Pt/Co/AlOx or Ta/CoFeB/MgO multilayers) where the strong Rashba SOC is assumed to be located32 at
the N/F interface. In all three cases, the unpolarized charge current driving spin torque is injected along the x-axis. We assume that
each layer in panels (a) and (b) is composed of atomic monolayers modeled on an in¯nite square tight-binding lattice. The N/F
interface in panel (c) is in¯nite in the y-direction and ¯nite in the x-direction.

Another type of unconventional torque driven
by SOC has attracted considerable attention
recently.2531,45 The so-called SO torques occur in
laterally patterned N/F/I (or N/F) heterostructures
composed of a single ultrathin (typically thinner
than < 1 nm) F layer in contact with N layer made
of a heavy metal with large atomic SOC. The
structural inversion asymmetry of these heterostructures can generate strong interfacial Rashba
SOC, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) where we assume (as
suggested by the recent ¯rst-principles analysis32)
that SOC is located at the N/F interface.
It has been known for a long time,46,47,54 and con¯rmed by the recent experiments on semiconductor
heterostructures,48 that in-plane longitudinal dc
charge current °owing through a Rashba spin-split
2DEG will induce nonequilibrium spin density pointing in the transverse direction. This mechanism —
the so-called Edelstein e®ect — provides one of the
two possible explanations4959 for the very recent

experimental observations2531,45 of magnetization
switching of Co (or CoFeB or Py) layer within Pt/Co/
AlOx (or Ta/CoFeB/MgO or Pt/Py) heterostructures with structural inversion asymmetry where
current °ows parallel to the N/F plane. The key
quantity that has to be calculated in the theoretical
analysis56 of SO torques is the nonequilibrium spin
density within the Rashba 2DEG with an additional
Zeeman term generated by the proximity to the F
layer. Thus, the usage of gauge-noninvariant ^neq
expressions2022 here would give an incorrect result
due to the fact that this system has nonzero spin
density in equilibrium, which is allowed by the timereversal symmetry breaking by the Zeeman term.
We provide a detailed explanation in Sec. 2 on how
to construct the proper gauge-invariant expression
for the nonequilibrium density matrix ^neq while
using widely employed NEGFs1,3,60 for devices
attached to two macroscopic external Fermi liquid
reservoirs at di®erent electrochemical potentials. Our
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key results — Eq. (23) and its zero-temperature
version Eq. (24) — ensure that no equilibrium contribution is included in the current-induced nonequilibrium expectation values of physical quantities.
Section 3 shows applications of this formalism to the
computation of the components of conventional (in
F/I/F MTJs) and unconventional (i.e., driven by the
interfacial SOC in vertical N/I/F or laterally patterned N/F/I heterostructures) spin torque for
junctions illustrated in Fig. 1. For each of the three
cases, we also show the size of the error generated by
the usage of popular but improper gauge-noninvariant expressions2023 for ^neq . We conclude in
Sec. 4.

times as demonstrated by, e.g., real-time diagrammatic Monte Carlo simulations of nonequilibrium
quantum transport.62
In stationary situations, either due to thermodynamic equilibrium or steady-state current °ow,
the density matrix ^ can be expressed60 in terms of
the lesser GF
Z
1
^ < ðEÞ:
dE G
ð5Þ
^ ¼
2i
In the case of elastic transport regime (i.e., when
electron-electron, electron-phonon, and electronspin dephasing processes can be neglected), the lesser GF
^ r ðEÞ½ifL ðEÞ^ L ðEÞ
^ < ðEÞ ¼ G
G
^ a ðEÞ;
þ ifR ðEÞ^ R ðEÞG

2. Gauge-Invariant Nonequilibrium
Density Matrix for Steady-State
Transport in the Linear-Response
and Elastic Regime
Let us consider a ¯nite-size open quantum system
described on a tight-binding lattice3,8 where the
cn ) creates (annihilates) electron with
operator c^ †n (^
spin  on site n (speci¯c examples of such Hamiltonians are given in Sec. 3). The NEGF formalism60
operates with two fundamental objects — the re0
0
0
tarded G r;
cn ðtÞ; c^ †n 0  0 ðt 0 Þgi
nn 0 ðt; t Þ ¼ iðt  t Þhf^
0
0
c †n 0  0 ðt 0 Þ^
cn ðtÞi GF
and the lesser G <;
nn 0 ðt; t Þ ¼ ih^
that describe the density of available quantum states
and how electrons occupy those states, respectively.
Here h  i denotes the nonequilibrium statistical
^ r and G
^<
average.60 In stationary problems, G
0
depend only on the time di®erence t  t , or energy E
after the Fourier transform.8
We assume that the system is opened by being
attached to two macroscopic reservoirs — left (L)
and right (R) — which drive charge current when they
have di®erent electrochemical potentials and, thereby,
di®erent Fermi functions fL;R ðEÞ ¼ fðE  eVL;R Þ.
The reservoirs and dissipation they are responsible for
do not have to be modeled explicitly. Instead, one
introduces the left and the right semi-in¯nite ideal
^ rL;R ðEÞ,
leads through their retarded self-energies61 
^ rR ðEÞ of a ¯nite^ rL ðEÞ þ 
so that Hamiltonian H^ þ 
size but open quantum system acquires a continuous
spectrum. The continuous spectrum is su±cient to
bring the system into a true nonequilibrium steadystate with a ¯nite value of dc current at long enough

ð6Þ

^ r ðEÞ.
is given solely in terms of the retarded GF, G
r
^ a ðEÞ ¼ ½G
^ ðEÞ † is the advanced GF, and
Here G
r
^ L;R ðEÞ  
^ aL;R ðEÞ are the level
^ L;R ðEÞ ¼ i½
broadening operators which quantify escape rates of
electrons into the semi-in¯nite leads. The usual
assumption about the leads is that the applied bias
voltage Vb induces a rigid shift in their electronic
structure,5 so that
^ L;R ðE; Vb Þ ¼ 
^ L;R ðE  eVL;R Þ;

^ L;R ðE; Vb Þ ¼ ^ L;R ðE  eVL;R Þ:

ð7Þ
ð8Þ

To simplify computation, integration in Eq. (5)
^ < ðEÞ
for the elastic transport regime version of G
in Eq. (6) is typically separated into apparent \equilibrium" and \nonequilibrium" terms as follows.5,6
^ a fR ðEÞ
^ r ^ L G
We ¯rst add and subtract the term G
to Eq. (6), to get after some rearrangements
^ r ð^ L þ ^R ÞG
^ a fR ðEÞ
^ < ðEÞ ¼ iG
G
^ a ½fL ðEÞ  fR ðEÞ:
^ r ^ L G
þ iG

ð9Þ

By substituting the following identity
^ a Þ 1  ðG
^ r Þ 1 ;
^ L þ ^ R ¼ i½ðG

ð10Þ

into Eq. (9), we ¯nally obtain
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This allows us to rewrite Eq. (5) as the sum of two
contributions
Z
1 þ1
^ r ðEÞfðE  eVR Þ
dE Im½G
^ ¼ 
 1
Z þ1
1
^ r ðEÞ  ^ L ðE  eVL Þ  G
^ a ðEÞ
þ
dE G
2 1
ð12Þ
½fðE  eVL Þ  fðE  eVR Þ:
The ¯rst \equilibrium" term contains integrand
which is analytic in the upper complex plane, so that it
can be computed via the semicircular path combined
with the path in the upper complex plane parallel
^ r ðEÞ and
to the real axis.5,6 Because the functions G
^ a ðEÞ are nonanalytic below and above the real axis,
G
respectively, the integrand in the second
\nonequilibrium" term is nonanalytic function in the
entire complex energy plane, so that integration6,7
has to be done directly along the real axis between the
boundaries around EF  eVR and EF  eVL determined by the di®erence of the Fermi functions (EF is
the Fermi energy for the whole device in equilibrium).
While the second \nonequilibrium" term in Eq. (12)
contains information about the bias voltage [through
the di®erence fL ðEÞ  fR ðEÞ], as well as about the
lead assumed to be injecting electrons into the device
(through ^ L ), it cannot be used as the proper nonequilibrium density matrix which is de¯ned by
^neq ¼ ^  ^eq
¼ ^ þ

1


Z

þ1
1

dE Im ½G^ 0r ðEÞfðEÞ:

ð13Þ

?

^neq ¼

eVb ^ r
G ðE Þ  ^ L ðEF Þ  G^ 0a ðEF Þ;
2 0 F

ð16Þ

is often used in the quantum transport literature2023
as the putative but improper (due to being gaugenoninvariant) expression for ^neq . Thus, its usage leads
to ambiguous (i.e., dependent on the chosen VR )
nonequilibrium expectation values.
To derive the proper gauge-invariant ^neq in the
linear-response limit, we ¯rst expand the retarded GF
^ L ðE  eVL Þ
G^ r ðEÞ ¼ ½E  H^  eU  
^ R ðE  eVR Þ 1 ;


ð17Þ

to linear order in the bias voltage Vb . Here eU is the
potential pro¯le across the active region of the device
when the current is °owing which interpolates
between VL and VR . This is achieved in two steps,
where we ¯rst rewrite Eq. (17) using the exact Dyson
equation11
^ r ðEÞ ¼ G
^ r0 ðEÞ þ G
^ r0 ðEÞ
G
^ L ðEÞ
^ L ðE  eVL Þ  
½eU þ 
^ R ðE  eVR Þ
þ
^ r ðEÞ:
^ R ðEÞG


ð18Þ

In the second step, we expand the self-energies

^ L;R 
@

^ L;R ðE  eVL Þ  
^ L;R ðEÞ  eVL;R


@E 

;

VL;R ¼0

Here
^ L ðEÞ  
^ R ðEÞ 1 ;
G^ 0r ðEÞ ¼ ½E  H^  

property)

ð19Þ

ð14Þ

is the retarded GF at zero bias voltage. This is due to
the fact that second term in Eq. (13), as the NEGF
expression for the equilibrium density matrix ^eq , does
not cancel the gauge-noninvariant ¯rst term in Eq.
(12) which depends explicitly [through fðE  eVR Þ] on
the arbitrarily set VR and implicitly on the voltages
applied to both reservoirs [through G^ r ðEÞ]. Nevertheless, the second term in Eq. (12),
Z þ1
1
dE G^ r ðEÞ  ^L ðE  eVL Þ  G^ a ðEÞ
2 1
 ½fL ðEÞ  fR ðEÞ
ð15Þ
written in the linear-response and typically zerotemperature limit (where it becomes the Fermi surface

to linear order in voltage. Combining Eqs. (18)
and (19) gives

"

^
@


G^ r ðEÞ  G^ 0r ðEÞ þ G^ 0r ðEÞ eU  eVL L 
@E 

^ R 
@
 eVR

@E 

#
G^ 0r ðEÞ:

VL ¼0

ð20Þ

VR ¼0

By plugging Eq. (20) into Eq. (13), together with
the expansion of the Fermi functions

@f 
;
ð21Þ
fL;R ðEÞ  fðEÞ  eVL;R
@E VL;R ¼0
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and the analogous expansion of the level broadening
operator

^ L 
@

^ L ðE  eVL Þ  ^ L ðEÞ  eVL
;
ð22Þ

@E 
VL ¼0

and by keeping only the terms linear in the applied
voltage, we ¯nally obtain the gauge-invariant
nonequilibrium density matrix for the steady-state
transport in the linear-response and elastic regime
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^neq



Z
eVR þ1
@f
r
¼
dE Im½G 0  
@E
 1
"
Z þ1
1
^ r0 eU

dE Im G
 1
! #
^L
^R
@
@
^ r0 fðEÞ
G
 eVL
 eVR
@E
@E


Z
eVb þ1 ^ r ^ ^ a
@f
þ
dE G 0  L G 0 
:
@E
2 1

ð23Þ

In the zero-temperature limit, this expression simpli¯es to
eVR
Im½G r0 ðEF Þ

"
Z
1 EF
^ r0 eU

dE Im G
 1
! #
^L
^R
@
@
^ r0 fðEÞ
G
eVL
 eVR
@E
@E

The same trace with the ¯rst two terms in Eq. (23) is
identically equal to zero because no total charge
current can °ow into the leads in thermodynamic
equilibrium, even if time-reversal invariance is broken
by magnetic ¯eld.18
The ¯rst and second term in Eq. (24) make this
expression for ^neq quite di®erent from Eq. (16).
Their role is to properly subtract any nonzero
expectation value that exists in thermodynamic
equilibrium. For example, the ¯rst term in Eq. (24)
is easily interpreted using ^eq in Eq. (13) — when
traced with an operator this term will give equilibrium expectation value governed by the states at
the Fermi energy which must be removed [note that
the sign in front of the ¯rst term is di®erent from the
sign in front of the third term in Eq. (24)]. The
second term in Eq. (24) ensures the gauge invariance
of the nonequilibrium expectation values, while
making the whole expression non-Fermi-surface
property. It also renders the usage of Eq. (24)
computationally demanding due to the requirement
to perform integration from the bottom of the band
up to the Fermi energy, as discussed in more detail
in Sec. 3.

^neq ¼ 

þ

eVb ^ r
^ a0 ðEF Þ:
G ðE Þ  ^ L ðEF Þ  G
2 0 F

3. Applications to Spin Torque
Calculations

ð24Þ

We note that expansions discussed above could be
performed further11 to obtain ^neq order-by-order in
the applied bias voltage.
The third term in Eq. (23), when traced with the
total current operator3 I^ ¼ 2e^ R =} in the right lead,
gives the usual Landauer-type conductance formula63
I
^
¼ Tr½^neq I
Vb
Z
2e 2 þ1
¼
dE
h 1

G¼



@f
r^ ^a
^
^
 Tr½ R G 0  L G 0  
:
@E

ð25Þ

The NEGF formalism o®ers three di®erent algorithms20,38,41 to compute STT at ¯nite bias voltage in
F 0 /I/F MTJs, which are delineated below together
with their limits of applicability. There is also an
additional algorithm64 for STT in the linear-response regime (therefore suitable for F 0 /N/F spin
valves) based on the GF expressions for spindependent interface conductances which enter generalized set of Kirchho® laws describing transport
properties and magnetization dynamics in a circuit
containing noncollinear magnetic elements.65
All of these methodologies treat elastic transport
of electrons, which can become insu±cient when the
bias voltage applied to MTJs exceeds few hundreds
mV. Inelastic e®ects like electron-magnon and electron-phonon scattering on STT can also be handled
by NEGF formalism, but the evaluation66 of the
corresponding lesser and retarded self-energies using
nonequilibrium many-body perturbation theory60
makes such algorithms computationally far more
demanding and has been mostly avoided thus far.
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The often employed17,38 model in calculations of
elastic contribution to STT in MTJs in Fig. 1(a) is
de¯ned on a simple cubic lattice, with lattice constant
a and unit area a 2 , where monolayers of di®erent
materials (F, N, I) are in¯nite in the transverse
direction (i.e., yz-planes). In the simplest case, the F,
N, and I layers are described by a tight-binding
Hamiltonian with a single s-orbital per site
H^F ;I;N
¼

X

n; 0 ;kjj



c^ †n;kjj

X


"n;kjj  0


n
^  0 c^n 0 ;kjj

m  ½¾
2

ð^
c †n;kjj c^nþ1;;kjj

þ H:c:Þ:

c^ †n;kjj
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T ¼ r  J S;

The operator
(^
cn;kjj ) creates (annihilates)
electron with spin  on monolayer n with transverse
momentum kjj ¼ ðky ; kz Þ within the monolayer, and
the nearest neighbor hopping is  ¼ 1:0 eV. The inmonolayer kinetic energy "2D ¼ 2ðcos ky aþ cos kz aÞ
is equivalent to an increase in the on-site energy
^ ¼ ð^x ; ^y ; ^z Þ is the vector
"n;kjj 7!"n;kjj þ "2D . Here ¾
of the Pauli matrices and ½^  0 denotes the Pauli
matrix elements. The coupling of itinerant electrons
to collective magnetization is described through the
material-dependent mean-¯eld exchange splitting
n , where n  0 within semi-in¯nite ideal N leads or
within the tunnel barrier region I (the corresponding
Hamiltonians are labeled by H^F , H^N and H^I ).
The dynamics of spin density for itinerant electrons is governed by the spin continuity equation36
ð27Þ

where J S is the spin current tensor and Sneq ¼
S  Seq is the nonequilibrium spin density (responsible for STT). Here the spin relaxation time sf is
introduced phenomenologically to model the spin°ip processes by impurities and magnons. In the
steady-state @S=@t  0, and sf  0 when SOC and
other spin relaxation mechanisms can be neglected
(di®usive spin-dependent transport and spatial
variation of spin density are taken into account in
spin valves F/N/F, but typically neglected in F/I/F
MTJs because their resistance and magnetoresistance are dominated by the electronic states near the
I barrier). This makes it possible to express STT

ð28Þ

whose discretized form
Tn ¼ r  I S ¼ I Sn1;n  I Sn;nþ1 ;

ð29Þ

gives the monolayer-resolved STT. The total torque
on the free magnetization of the F layer is then
obtained from
T¼

1
X

ðI Sn1;n  I Sn;nþ1 Þ ¼ I S1;0  I S1;1 ¼ I S1;0 :

n¼0

ð26Þ

n;;kjj

Sneq
@S
þ T;
¼rJS þ
@t
sf

simply as the divergence of spin current

ð30Þ
Here the subscripts 1 and 0 refer to the last
monolayer of the I barrier and the ¯rst monolayer of
the free F layer, respectively, where it is also assumed
that I S1;1 ¼ 0 because the components of I Sn;nþ1
transverse to m decay to zero at in¯nity.17,38
Thus, this \net spin-current °ux" approach o®ers
the simplest NEGF-based route17,38 to get STT by
computing the vector of spin current between the
two neighboring monolayers n ¼ 1 and n þ 1 ¼ 0
Z

S
^<
^<
dEdkjj Tr ½¾ðG
I n;nþ1 ¼
nþ1;n  G n;nþ1 Þ:
4
ð31Þ
The integration over kjj is required because of the
assumed translational invariance in the transverse
direction. For F layer of ¯nite thickness, one needs to
compute the di®erence of such spin currents at the
entrance and exit of the layer. However, since spin
current approach relies on spin conservation that
gives rise to Eqs. (28) and (29), it cannot be applied
to semi-MTJs in Fig. 1(b) because I S1;0 is insu±cient
to get STT if strong SOC is present directly at the I/F
interface. Also, spin current will not decay, I S1;1 6¼ 0,
if SOC is present in the bulk of the free F layer.67,68
A more general approach, which makes it possible
to compute the STT vector in the presence of SOC
or other spin-nonconserving interactions, is to use
the torque operator20,39,64,69
^
^ ¼ dS ¼ 1 ½¾;
^ H^F ;
T
dt
2i

ð32Þ

^ Here
and ¯nd its expectation value T ¼ Tr ½^neq T.
^ is the electron spin operator. Using H^F in
S^ ¼ }¾=2
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^ ¼ ð¾
^  mÞ=2. The torque operEq. (26) gives T
ator approach is applicable to ¯nite thickness free F
layers, where it gives the monolayer-resolved20,70 STT
whose sum over all monolayers comprising the free F
layer gives the total STT. It also o®ers a microscopic
picture of STT where nonequilibrium spin density of
current carrying quasiparticles is misaligned with
respect to spins of electrons composing the magnetic
condensate.20 This causes local torque on individual
atoms which can be summed to ¯nd the net e®ect on
the order parameter of either ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic layers.71
The torque operator approach can also be combined with noncollinear DFT to take into account
atomistic structure of the junction from ¯rst-principles.20 Unlike collinear spin-unrestricted DFT,72
where the exchange-correlation (XC) functional
EXC ½nðrÞ; mz ðrÞ depends solely on the total particle
density n ¼ n" þ n# and the z-component of the
spin density vector mz ¼ n"  n# , noncollinear DFT
functional EXC ½nðrÞ; mðrÞ is required when the
direction of the local spin density is not constrained to a particular axis. The XC magnetic
¯eld, BXC ðrÞ ¼ EXC ½nðrÞ; mðrÞ=mðrÞ, introduces
^ into the single-particle selfthe term BXC ðrÞ  ¾
consistent Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, which replaces
the tight-binding Hamiltonian in Eq. (45) within the
NEGF-DFT framework.5,6 The torque can then be
computed in the coordinate representation as
Z
ð33Þ
T ¼ d 3 r mneq ðrÞ  BXC ðrÞ;
F

where integration is performed over the volume of
the free F layer and the nonequilibrium spin density
^
is obtained from mneq ¼ Tr ½^neq ¾.
However, most of presently implemented versions
of noncollinear XC functionals have vanishing local
torque meq ðrÞ  BXC ðrÞ  0 in equilibrium,73,74 so
that third term in Eq. (23) is su±cient to obtain
current-driven torque in such approximations.20,71
Nevertheless, combining the very recently proposed74 noncollinear DFT having proper invariance
and local torque properties with NEGF will require
to
remove the nonzero torque in equilibrium
R properly
3 r m ðrÞ  B
d
eq
XC ðrÞ 6¼ 0 by using all three terms
F
in Eq. (23).
The third41 NEGF-based approach to the computation of STT vector is also applicable to F layers
of ¯nite thickness with bulk or interfacial SOC while

o®ering additional insights. If the device Hamiltonian
depends on a variable q, which corresponds to slow
collective classical degrees of freedom, the expectation value of the corresponding canonical force Q^ ¼
@ H^ =@q can be obtained from
"
#
*
+
Z þ1
1
@ H^ ^ <
@ H^ ^ <
G
G :
¼
dE Tr
Q¼
2i 1
@q
@q
ð34Þ
Here we used the density matrix Eq. (5) expressed
^ < ðE; qÞ as adiabatic lesser GF comin terms of G
puted for a frozen-in-time variable q. By exchanging the derivative between the Hamiltonian and
^ < ðE; qÞ,
G
*
+
^<
^ <i
H^ @ G
@hH^ G
;
ð35Þ
Q¼
þ
@q
@q
and by using Eqs. (17) and (6) for the retarded
and lesser GFs, respectively, we obtain
+
*
+ *
^r <
^r
@G
@
G
<
^ a ^  
^ G
^
Q¼i

:
ð36Þ
@q
@q
In the elastic transport regime, the lesser self-energy
P
^ < ðEÞ ¼ p ifp ðEÞ^p ðE  eVp Þ for
is given by60 
leads p ¼ L; R.
We note that Eq. (36) is akin to the mean value of
time-averaged force in nonequilibrium BornOppenheimer approaches75,76 to current-induced
forces exerted by conduction electrons on ions in
nanojunctions or mechanical degrees of freedom in
nanoelectromechanical systems whose collective
modes are slow compared to electronic time scales.
Furthermore, the same derivation that leads to
Eq. (36) can be extended to obtain76 the noise and
damping terms, expressed solely in terms of electronic NEGFs, which enter into the nonequilibrium
Langevin equation (taking the form of a generalized
LandauLifshitzGilbert equation) for the free
magnetization of the F layer.
The application of Eq. (36) to get T ( ¼ x; y; z)
component of the STT vector acting on the magnetization of the free F layer within, e.g., F 0 /I/F
^ r for the device
MTJ proceeds by ¯rst computing G
described by the Hamiltonian H^ ¼ H^F 0 þ H^I þ H^F .
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In the second step, the Hamiltonian of the F layer is
modi¯ed
X †
H^ Fq ¼ H^F þ q
c^ n;kjj
n; 0 ;kjj

^  0 c^n 0 ;kjj ;
 ½e  ðm  ¾Þ

ð37Þ

^ r ½H^ q  is computed for the new Hamiltonian
and G
H^ q ¼ H^F 0 þ H^I þ H^ Fq . This yields
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^ r ½H^ q   G
^r G
^ r ½H^ 
@G
;

q
@q

ð38Þ

where we typically employ q ¼ 10 7 as the in¯nite^ r =@q plugged into Eq. (36)
simal. The derivative @ G
yields Q ¼ T .
Equation (36) includes both the equilibrium16,17,20
T? ðVb ¼ 0Þ and experimentally measured34 nonequilibrium T? ðVb Þ  T? ðVb ¼ 0Þ contribution to
T? . The linear-response contribution at zero temperature can be extracted by using ^neq in Eq. (24)
"
#
X
^ r0
^ r0
@G
@
G
a
^ ^  i
^ G
^
Qneq ¼ 
Vp Tr
@q p 0
@q p
p


X
p

"

(Z
Vp Im

EF
1

dE

^ rp
^ r0 @ H^ @ G
^ r0 @ 
@G

Tr
@q @Vp
@q @E

#)
:

ð39Þ

Since Tjj is zero in equilibrium, the second sum in
Eq. (39) has to be computed only for T? .
Note that in computation of Tjj , Eq. (39) is more
e±cient than the torque operator approach discussed above since the former requires to know only
the submatrix of the retarded GF which couples the
¯rst and last monolayer of the active device region,
while the later requires to obtain the retarded GF on
each monolayer of the free F layer. When computing
T? , both methods have similar computational
complexity since they require knowledge of the full
retarded GF matrix.
When evaluating Eq. (39), we use the fact that
the integrand in the second term [which stems from
the second term in Eq. (24)] is analytic function in
the upper complex plane. Then the integration can

proceed along the contour composed of an in¯nite
semi-circle, along which the trace is zero due to
^ r =@q  1=E 2 , and the vertical line at E ¼ EF .
@G
We note that adaptive integration is required very
close to EF . For junctions with transverse translational symmetry, such as the ones in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b), one has to perform additional integration over
kjj . This requires adaptive scheme (or very dense
k-point sampling in brute force schemes70) to converge the integrand because of the fact that STT can
change fast in the speci¯c regions of the 2D Brillouin
zone.
Aside from our arguments based on the usage
of proper gauge-invariant nonequilibrium density
matrix in Eq. (24), recent analysis77 of interlayer
exchange coupling in junctions brought out of
equilibrium by the applied bias voltage has also
found it necessary to perform integration over the
whole Fermi sea in order to obtain the correct value
of T? torque component.

3.1. Application to STT in MTJs
The MTJ in Fig. 1(a) is modeled by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (26), where the I layer has thickness
dI ¼ 5 monolayers, dF ¼ 20 is the thickness of the
free F layer and the ¯xed F 0 layer is semi-in¯nite.
The TMR ¼ ðRAP  RP Þ=RAP of this MTJ is
100%, where RP is resistance for parallel con¯guration of the magnetizations m and m 0 and RAP is
resistance for their antiparallel orientation. The I
layer has "n ¼ 6:0 eV to model the potential barrier.
The Fermi energy of this device in equilibrium is
set at EF ¼ 3:1 eV. The F layers have the same
mean-¯eld exchange splitting  ¼ 1:0 eV, but since
they are not of the same thickness MTJ is asymmetric and its linear-response T? / Vb is nonzero.16,17,34,37,39 This is con¯rmed in Fig. 2(a) using
the proper gauge-invariant nonequilibrium density
matrix in Eq. (24). On the other hand, using the
improper gauge-noninvariant expression Eq. (16)
for ^neq gives T? / Vb in Fig. 2(b) which is about
two orders of magnitude smaller. Since Tjj does not
have nonzero expectation value in equilibrium, both
the proper and improper expressions for ^neq give
the same result. Note that Fig. 2 reproduces the
well-known / sin angular dependence for both
torque components.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. The angular dependence of the in-plane and perpendicular components of the STT vector in asymmetric F 0 /I/F MTJs
illustrated in Fig. 1(a) computed at zero temperature and for linear-response bias voltage Vb using: (a) the proper gauge-invariant
expression Eq. (24) for ^neq ; and (b) the improper gauge-noninvariant expression Eq. (16) for ^neq .
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3.2. Application to STT in semi-MTJs
with strong interfacial
Rashba SOC
To account for the Rashba SOC at the I/F interface
in N/I/F semi-MTJ in Fig. 1(b), we add the following term:
^  kjj Þ  ex ;
"0;kjj 7!"0;kjj þ ð¾

The semi-MTJs lack the spin-polarizing F 0 layer
of conventional MTJs in Fig. 1(a), whose magnetization m 0 together with the free magnetization m
de¯ne the plane with respect to which STT vector
is decomposed. Nevertheless, the usual torque components can be de¯ned40,41 using
T ¼ Tjj þ T?

ð40Þ

to the on-site energy [see Hamiltonian in Eq. (26)] of
the ¯rst monolayer 0 of the F layer which is coupled
to the I layer. The I layer has thickness dI ¼ 5
monolayers and dF ¼ 20 is the thickness of the
free F layer. The parameter SO ¼ =2a quanti¯es
the strength of the Rashba SOC, which we set at
SO ¼ 0:1 eV. The on-site energy within the I layer is
"n ¼ 6:0 eV. The Fermi energy of this device in
equilibrium is set at EF ¼ 3:1 eV.
The standard experiments to detect the presence
of Rashba SOC at the I/F interfaces of N/I/F junctions involve measurements7882 of the so-called
out-of-plane TAMR coe±cient,43,44 TAMR ð Þ ¼
½Rð Þ  Rð0Þ=Rð0Þ. Here Rð0Þ is the resistance of
semi-MTJ in Fig. 1(b) when the magnetization of its
single F layer is parallel to the x-axis [i.e., direction of
transport in Fig. 1(b)], and Rð Þ is the junction resistance when magnetization is rotated by an angle
with respect to the x-axis within the xz-plane. Since
the interfacial SOC is linear in momentum, TAMR
vanishes at the ¯rst order in SO after averaging over
the Fermi sphere. However, the F layer contains
local exchange ¯eld and a net transfer of angular
momentum occurs at the second order, so that
2
. This is also the origin of recently
TAMR /  SO
predicted40,41 unconventional TAMR-related STT in
N/I/F semi-MTJs in Fig. 1(b).

¼ jj m  ðm  ex Þ þ ? m  ex :

ð41Þ

Here the direction of transport (ex in Fig. 1)
replaces m 0 .
Since semi-MTJs in Fig. 1(b) are always structurally asymmetric, T? / Vb torque component is
necessarily nonzero. To get its correct value requires
to remove the equilibrium contribution T? ðVb ¼ 0Þ,
which is accomplished by using the proper gaugeinvariant ^neq in Eq. (24) with the result shown in
Fig. 3(a). Comparing this with T? in Fig. 3(b),
computed using gauge-noninvariant ^neq in Eq. (16),
reveals an order of magnitude discrepancy.
Unlike the symmetric angular dependence of
conventional STT in MTJs discussed in Sec. 3.1,
both T? and Tjj exhibit / sin 2 angular dependence
due to the existence of four stable magnetic states —
two perpendicular to the I/F interface ( ¼ 0; 180  )
and two parallel to that interface ( ¼ 90  ). The
existence of both in-plane and perpendicular torque
components in Eq. (41) is analogous to conventional
STT in MTJs, where T? in Eq. (41) competes with
the demagnetizing ¯eld and the perpendicular anisotropy while Tjj in Eq. (41) competes with the
damping. Thus, the unconventional TAMR-related
STT can induce magnetization switching from out of
plane to in plane and vice versa, as well as the current-driven magnetization precession.40,41,83
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Fig. 3. The angular dependence of the in-plane and perpendicular components of the STT vector de¯ned by Eq. (41) for N/I/F
semi-MTJs, illustrated in Fig. 1(b), computed at zero temperature and for linear-response bias voltage Vb using: (a) the proper gaugeinvariant expression Eq. (24) for ^neq ; and (b) the improper gauge-noninvariant expression Eq. (16) for ^neq .

3.3. Application to SO torques
in laterally patterned
heterostructures with strong
interfacial Rashba SOC
The early experimental con¯rmation84,85 of the spin
Hall e®ect (SHE) in semiconductor devices with
extrinsic (due to impurities) or intrinsic (due to band
structure) SOC — where longitudinal unpolarized
charge current generates transverse pure spin current or spin accumulation at the lateral edges — has
ignited theoretical studies of spin accumulation
around the device edges in the di®usive8688 and
ballistic22,8991 transport regimes. Since the prediction of the Edelstein e®ect,46 there has been also a lot
of interest to understand how nonequilibrium spin
density emerges in the interior of di®usive 2D
systems with SOC within semiconductor heterostructures with structural inversion asymmetry.47,86
Most of such calculations have been focused on
2DEGs or 2D hole gases (2DHGs) with the Rashba
SOC (linear in momentum22,86,8891 in the case
of 2DEGs, or cubic87 in momentum in the case of
2DHGs) in di®erent measurement geometries where
2D system is attached to two or more electrodes. For
analytical calculations, it is advantageous to make
one86,90,91 or both47 dimensions of a 2D system in¯nite. These studies have been typically conducted
using either the Kubo formula47,87 or the NEGF
formalism.22,86,89
The analogous problem arises in the analysis of SO
torques in laterally patterned N/F/I heterostructures
in Fig. 1(c), except that the e®ective mass Hamiltonian of a 2D system at the N/F interface
p^ 2


^  ez  m  ¾;
^  pÞ
^
þ ð¾
H^ ¼
}
2
2m

ð42Þ

has both the Rashba (second) and the Zeeman
(third) term. Here p^ ¼ ð^
p x ; p^y Þ is the momentum
operator and  is the mean-¯eld exchange splitting
due to the magnetization of the F layer pointing
along the unit m vector. We recall that the same
ferromagnetic Rashba Hamiltonian in Eq. (42), with
an additional term for static impurity potential, is
also often used to study fundamental aspects of the
anomalous Hall e®ect in itinerant metallic ferromagnets.92
While  in 2DEGs within typical semiconductor
heterostructures is in the range 0.0010.1 eVÅ, it
can reach27 ’ 1 eVÅ at the Pt/Co interface.27,32
The very recent transport experiments2527 have
suggested that Rashba SOC could be responsible for
the observed magnetization switching in a single F
layer embedded between two asymmetric interfaces.
For example, such e®ect was observed in Pt/Co/
AlOx multilayers, but not in the inversion symmetric ones Pt/Co/Pt. The experiments reported in
Refs. 25 and 26 have also utilized heavy atoms and
surface oxidation to create strong out-of-plane potential gradient in Pt/Co/AlOx junctions and
enhance the interfacial Rashba SOC.
When unpolarized current is injected into such
2DEG along the x-axis in Fig. 1(c), the ensuing
nonequilibrium spin density can be obtained from
Sneq ¼

}
^
Tr ½^neq ¾:
2

ð43Þ

If the trace here is taken over the spin Hilbert space
HS , one obtains the local spin density Sneq ðrÞ, while
taking the trace over the full Hilbert space HO HS
(where
HO is the
R
P orbital space) gives total spin
dr Sneq ðrÞ [or
r Sneq ðrÞ in some discrete representation]. The knowledge of Sneq makes it
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possible to compute27,5052 the SO torque per unit
volume acting on the magnetization of the F layer,
TSO ¼ ðm  Sneq Þ=2. The SO torque component
along the m  ðj  ez Þ direction, where j is the inplane current density, is ¯eld-like torque (i.e., analogous to T? in MTJs discussed in Sec. 3.1) because
it has the same form as precessional torque around
an e®ective ¯eld in the j  ez direction. The other
component along m  ½m  ðj  ez Þ direction has
the same form as the damping-like torque toward a
¯eld in that same direction.
Below we use m  ez as in the experiments.2527
Although realistic N/F interfaces are disordered,56,58
to illustrate yet another application of ^neq in
Eq. (24) we choose to analyze ballistic 2DEG for
simplicity. Our 2DEG is in¯nite in the transverse
(the y-axis in Fig. 1) direction while being Lx ¼ 100
sites long in the x-direction of transport. Due to the
periodicity in the y-direction, we perform an additional integration over ky to obtain
Z
}Ly
^
Sneq ðxÞ ¼
dky Tr ½^neq ðky Þ¾:
ð44Þ
4
The discretization8 of Eq. (42) leads to a tightbinding like Hamiltonian de¯ned on the square
lattice of sites n ¼ ðnx ; ny Þ

X † 

^
^  0 c^n 0
H¼
c^ n "n  0  m  ½¾
2
n; 0
X †  0
þ
ð45Þ
c^ n t nn 0 c^n; 0 ;
nn 0  0

whose nearest-neighbor hopping parameters are
nontrivial 2  2 Hermitian matrices tn 0 n ¼ ðtnn 0 Þ † in
the spin space:
(
Is  iSO ^y ðn ¼ n 0 þ ex Þ
:
ð46Þ
tnn 0 ¼
Is þ iSO ^x ðn ¼ n 0 þ ey Þ
Here  ¼ 1:0 eV is the orbital hopping, SO ¼ =2a
is SO hopping which we set at SO ¼ 0:1 eV, and
we chose  ¼ 0:6 eV for the exchange splitting. The
Fermi energy in this model is chosen close to the
bottom of the band EF ¼ 3:5 eV in order to
maintain the parabolic energy-momentum dispersion of the original e®ective mass Hamiltonian
Eq. (42). While the on-site potential "n can be used
to introduce disorder, we set "n ¼ 0 in our ballistic
2DEG example.
In some prior studies of current-driven nonequilibrium spin density in 2DEGs with the Rashba

SOC, as described by Eq. (45) with  ¼ 0, one can
¯nd naïve attempts to derive a linear-response formula
for Sneq ðrÞ based on NEGFs. For example, Ref. 22
}
starts from a general expression Sneq ðrÞ ¼ 4i
R
^ < ðEÞ, obtained by combining Eqs. (1)
^G
dE TrS ½¾
^ < ðEÞ to linear order in
and (5), and then expands G
the small bias voltage
^ < ðEÞjV ¼0
^ < ðEÞ ¼ G
G
b
eVb @fðEÞ ^ r
½G ðEÞ
i
@E
2
^ a  þ OðV b2 Þ;
 ð^ L  ^ R ÞG

ð47Þ

to arrive at the following formula
Sneq ðrÞ ¼

}eVb
^ r ðEF Þð^ L  ^R ÞG
^ a ðEF Þ:
^ G
TrS ½f
4
ð48Þ

This derivation assumes that the bias voltage is split
using VL ¼ Vb =2 and VR ¼ Vb =2. However, such
expression is not gauge-invariant since using VL ¼
Vb and VR ¼ 0 (or, equivalently, shifting the
potential everywhere by a constant Vb =2) would give
di®erent expansion
^ < ðEÞjV ¼0  ieVb @fðEÞ
^ < ðEÞ ¼ G
G
b
@E
r
^ a  þ OðV b2 Þ;
^ ðEÞ^ L G
 ½G

ð49Þ

and di®erent corresponding formula for Sneq ðrÞ.
The usage of gauge-noninvariant expressions [note
that Eq. (49) is equivalent to employing Eq. (16)]
does not a®ect previous results8,22,89 obtained for the
Rashba spin-split 2DEG in the absence of magnetization or external magnetic ¯eld, where equilibrium
spin density is absent due to the fact that SOC alone
does not break time-reversal invariance. However, it
will lead to ambiguous results if applied to a 2D
system described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (42), as
demonstrated by Fig. 4. The di®erence between the
results computed using improper Eq. (16) and proper
Eq. (24) expressions for ^neq is less dramatic than in
the case of T? discussed in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2.
For comparison, we also plot Sneq ðxÞ in Fig. 5 for
the case  ¼ 0. This system exhibits large transverse nonequilibrium spin density S yneq ðxÞ 6¼ 0 [while
S xneq ðxÞ ¼ S zneq ðxÞ ¼ 0], akin to the Edelstein
e®ect studied in in¯nite homogeneous di®usive
2DEGs.46,47,86 Introduction of nonzero magnetization into the Rashba Hamiltonian Eq. (42) leads
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Fig. 4. The current-driven nonequilibrium spin density Sneq ðxÞ in the ferromagnetic 2DEG with the Rashba SOC, described by the
Hamiltonian Eq. (42) with  6¼ 0, which is in¯nite in the y-direction and of ¯nite-size in the transport x-direction. This quantity is
computed at zero temperature and for the linear-response bias voltage Vb using: (a) the proper gauge-invariant expression Eq. (24)
for ^neq ; and (b) the improper gauge-noninvariant expression Eq. (16) for ^neq .

to smaller S yneq ðxÞ, while also generating nonzero
S xneq ðxÞ and S zneq ðxÞ with oscillatory spatial dependence in Fig. 4(a) which is made possible by the
ballistic nature of transport between the contacts.
Thus, TSO in laterally patterned N/F/I heterostructure with clean N/F interface will be dominated
by the ¯eld-like torque term along m  ey direction
since spatial integration of S xneq ðxÞ, which gives rise
to damping-like torque component, averages to zero.
We note that recent experiments detecting current-driven magnetization switching in laterally
patterned N/F/I heterostructures can be interpreted using two di®erent mechanisms: (i) currentinduced Sneq ðrÞ at the N/F interface due to strong
Rashba SOC located at such interface;2527,31 or
(ii) SH current generated within the bulk of a heavy

Fig. 5. The current-driven nonequilibrium spin density Sneq ðxÞ
in the 2DEG with the Rashba SOC, described by the Hamiltonian Eq. (42) with  ¼ 0, which is in¯nite in the y-direction
and of ¯nite-size in the transport x-direction. This quantity is
computed at zero temperature and for the linear-response bias
voltage Vb .

metal N layer, which then °ows perpendicularly
through the N/F interface to generate STT on the
F layer magnetization.2830 The latter case of SH
torque is equivalent to a conventional torque in
MTJs studied in Sec. 3.1 arising from a polarizing
layer that would be located below the F layer with
its magnetization pointing along the y-axis and the
current injection along the z-axis in Fig. 1(c). Itsmagnitude is largely determined by the bulk
SH angle2830 of the N layer, as well as by spindependent conductances of the N/F interface. Since
Edelstein e®ect produces transverse nonequilibrium
spin density, SO torque would act predominantly as
¯eld-like torque,2527,31 while the SHE mechanism
would generate dominant damping-like torque.2830
If both SH and SO torque mechanisms operate
concurrently, the resulting torque is expected to be
approximately the sum of the torques found in the
systems with one e®ect or the other.58 However,
various experiments have reported con°icting results
for the size and direction of the torque. Furthermore,
experimentally observed large sensitivity of torque
on the thickness (even when changed by a single
atomic layer) of the F layer is presently di±cult to
reconcile with predictions49,58 based on either of
these mechanisms computed for simplistic model
Hamiltonians.
Thus, ¯rst-principles studies investigating how
structural, electronic and magnetic properties of N/
F bilayers depend on the thickness of the layers are
called for. For example, the very recent ¯rst-principles calculations have found strong Rashba
SOC at the Pt/Co interfaces, but with higher order
k-dependence and change in magnitude and
sign from band to band.32 The more sophisticated
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tight-binding Hamiltonians, ¯tted to ¯rst-principles
computed electronic structure of bilayers, can then
be combined with the proper gauge-invariant
nonequilibrium density matrix in Eq. (23) to study
fully three-dimensional transport that can capture
SO and SH torques on the same footing and in
arbitrary device geometry (including arbitrary
thickness of F and N layers in the units of their
respective spin-di®usion lengths).
Experimentally, the key issue is to con¯rm the
presence of strong interfacial SOC, which could be
done using TAMR measurements7882 or the fact
that SH torque itself would be modi¯ed when
spin Hall current from the bulk of the N layer is
traversing perpendicularly N/F interface supporting
strong SOC — the angular dependence of SH torque
would then exhibit additive combination41 of conventional / sin dependence shown in Fig. 2 and
unconventional / sin 2 one shown in Fig. 3.

switching of a single F layer recently observed2531,45
in laterally patterned N/F/I heterostructures with
charge current injected parallel to the N/F plane. We
compare these results with those obtained using the
gauge-noninvariant expressions for the nonequilibrium density matrix employed in quantum
transport literature to show how they lead to
ambiguous values of current-driven ¯eld-like torque
or nonequilibrium spin density due to improper
removal of the corresponding equilibrium expectation
values.
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4. Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, within the framework of nonequilibrium Green functions, we showed how to
construct the proper gauge-invariant (i.e., independent of the reference level for electric potential)
density matrix in steady-state nonequilibrium for an
active region attached to two macroscopic reservoirs
whose small electrochemical potential di®erence
drives linear-response dc current (in the absence of
inelastic processes in the active region). Our central
expression — Eq. (23) or Eq. (24) at nonzero or zero
temperature, respectively — contains three terms.
One of those terms is familiar from the usual twoterminal Landauer-type conductance formula as the
expectation value of the total charge current in the
electrodes, which is always a purely nonequilibrium
quantity. The two additional terms ensure that any
nonzero equilibrium expectation value of a physical
quantity is properly removed from the formalism in
gauge invariant fashion.
We illustrate the usage of the proper nonequilibrium density matrix by computing the ¯eldlike, which is nonzero even in equilibrium, and
damping-like components of the conventional torque
in F 0 /I/F MTJs or unconventional torque in N/I/F
semi-MTJs with strong Rashba SOC at the I/F
interface. The third application evaluates currentdriven nonequilibrium spin density in the ferromagnetic Rashba model, which yields the SO torque as
one of the possible mechanisms behind magnetization
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